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The Future of Charities



Introduction



“We are living through a time of profound economic, social and 
technological change and the environment in which charities are 
working is altering dramatically. These changes have posed new 
challenges for charities, resulted in some high profile failures, and 
led to greater scrutiny of the sector than ever before”

Stronger Charities for a Stronger Society. House of Lords. 
Select Committee on Charities. HL paper 133. March 2017



A growing public service provider and growing employer

Source: Charity Commission, Recent Charity Register Statistics; March, 2017

853k people work in the sector 
(up 27k since 2015)

Increasing in importance in terms 
of providing what were state 
provided social services (rise of 
contracted service providers)

Total Number of Charities in England and Wales, 1999 to 2016



Source: https://data.ncvo.org.uk/a/almanac17/finance-overview/
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A Growth Industry?
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Income and income distribution 

Source: Charity Commission, Recent Charity Register Statistics; March, 2017
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Number of organisations and spending by activity type 2016
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Volunteering 
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Fragmentation: Another Squeezed Middle?

Source: NCVO UK Civil Society Almanac, 2017
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Giving to charities

Source: Community Life Survey, 2015/2016
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c £7.6bn from donations, gifts and 
legacies in 2015/16

73% of adults in England had given to 
charity in the four weeks prior to 
Community Life Survey

17.4%  gave less than £4 

13.5% gave >£50



The Squeezed Middle

Source: Charity Commission, Recent Charity Register Statistics; March, 2017
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The Squeezed Middle
Large Charities, Large Incomes

• Rapid growth in the number of charities with gross annual incomes over £10m 

Since 1999, number has increased from 307 to 1191 (288% increase)

• Combined income of >£10m charities increasing from £10bn to £45bn (1999 to 

2016)

Medium Charities, Small Incomes

• Medium sized charities incomes have shrunk

• Large charities have grown (economies of scale, adopting slicker processes)

• Enormous fundraising infrastructure and national profiles  - increasingly proficient 

at getting donations and individuals and contracts from local/central govt

Small Charities, Small Incomes

• Small charities (<£100k income) represent 73.2% of sector, but just 3% of total 

income 

• Many living hand to mouth, firefighting problems 

• Hampers good processes, few impact studies, little evidence based practice

• Significantly lower overhead costs, and many sustained by communities



A Sector in Crisis?



PESTLE

Political - Cameron’s “Big Society”  

allowed charities to compete to 

offer public services

Brexit - c£200m a year from the 

European Social Fund EU

Economics - Small/medium 

charities can’t compete for 

contracted services

Charity sector losing out to private 

sector providers – Capita, G4, core 

costs rising

Social - Changing demographics, 

ageing population, increase in 

need, squeezed middle, time poor



PESTLE

Technology – rise of the cashless 

society, new challenges and 

opportunities for fundraising

Legislative – ‘anti advocacy 

clause’ in grant awards. 

Transparency of Lobbying, Non-

Party Campaigning and Trade 

Union Administration Act 2014

Environment – all time low in public 

trust in charities, need for 

transparency, better diversity on 

boards, better governance, lack 

of trust in regulator



Different Charities, Different Problems



Different charities facing different problems…
Larger Charities face criticism in many areas

High profile failures

Kids Company, 4Children, Lifeline 
– governance and better 
financial controls and oversight

Unscrupulous fundraising 

practices

Pestering for donations, AgeUK
– eon commercial relationship 

Over professionalisation & apparent 

lack of funds used for good causes 

Complaints about high executive pay and 
high core costs

Campaigning can be 

perceived as too political 

Lobbying gag



Different charities facing different problems…
Medium charities – The squeezed middle

Not Professional Enough

Those who have become contract 
providers face competition from 
bigger organisations that have 
economies of scale and slicker, 
efficient processes. 

Too Professional

Middle sized charities often lose out 
to small/micro charities when 
applying for local/ community funds. 
Many funders cut off at £500,000 or 
£1million or have limits on reserves

Lack of Knowledge

Many don’t have the know-how or 
resources to become evidence led



Different charities facing different problems…
Many Micro/small charities unsustainable

Not able to articulate their 

social impact to obtain funds

Focus on raising money and being 
busy as opposed to delivering

Living Hand to Mouth

Low reserves, can’t compete for 
contracts

Scared About the Future
Firefighting and lack of visibility 
prevents innovation - get stuck in 
poor practice

Not Evidence Led

Too many charities replicating the 
same work, not fit for purpose, 
failure to evaluate their impact



Something has to change



Asking Charities to Become More Business-like is Difficult

Charities Don’t Think Like 

Businesses

Merging/JVs/collaborating, 

economies of scale, 

productising/commoditising - all 

very difficult for locally procured/ 

often highly complex services

Charities less open to 

change

Most charities focus on the long 

term sustainability OF THE EXISTING 

CHARITY - unlike businesses which 

need succession or exit plan and 

therefore have greater openness to 

change

Take the example of mergers:

Only around 50 mergers a year despite 160,000+ charities in UK –

and most of these were forced to merge or face oblivion. 

"Once again it seems that despite financial headwinds, 

commissioning challenges, arguable duplication and increased 

discussion around merger in recent years, many [charitable] 

organisations are simply not responding to the conditions they 

face" – The Good Merger Index



And Charities are not like businesses

Social Objectives

Charities are driven by their social 

objectives and not by profit. Even 

other social purpose 

organisations (social enterprises, 

CICs etc) who funnel their profits 

back into meeting their social 

objectives, are less driven by 

profit than businesses

Harder to evaluate 

performance

Makes it much harder to 

evaluate the performance 

of social purpose 

organisations– no simple one 

size suits all metric to value 

their worth. No stock 

exchange for charities!

Impact evaluation a way forward but handle with care

Funders and public sector emphasis on impact evaluation is 

good but again there is no a one size suits all model. No 

single metric than can be used to compare the value of 

different charities 



The bigger focus on impact evaluation (outcomes) is good 

Charities should articulate what they are trying to do - All charities should at the very least 
be able to articulate the difference they are trying to make in terms of beneficiaries and 
outcomes 

Put beneficiaries at the heart of everything - They should also talk to their beneficiaries and 
put their stories/experiences at the heart of everything they do

And they should invest in impact measurement if at all possible – it will pay in the long run:

To learn and improve and their enhance delivery for beneficiaries

What can charities do?



The focus should be on short / intermediate not long term outcomes

Charities (and funders) get fixated on long term outcomes 

Eg. Improving the health and wellbeing of user groups

But in fact it is rarely (if ever) possible to say that these long term outcomes are a result of one charities activities 
alone

If a charity concentrates on short and intermediate outcomes, directly linked to their work, they can then prove 
causality eg. befriending reduces perceptions of loneliness

And then they can go on to infer that the longer term outcomes will be achieved by using academic evidence 
or other resources eg. King’s Fund research into impact of loneliness on health and wellbeing

Much easier (and cheaper) to collect this information from users or via observational data from practitioners/ 
service deliverers – and much easier to make changes to services if impact not as expected



Example from Citizens Advice 2015/16 Impact Report
#1: How busy they have been

6.2 million issues 

dealt with directly

2.7 million people helped 

face to face, by phone, e-

mail or webchat

36 million visits to our 

website to get advice



Example from Citizens Advice 2015/16 Impact Report
#2: Understanding of beneficiary group

Nearly 3 in 4 of our clients said their 

problems affected their lives, including 

causing anxiety and financial difficulty

Almost 5 times as likely to be on 

low-income when comparing 

our local Citizens Advice clients 

to England and Wales Population



Example from Citizens Advice 2015/16 Impact Report 
#3: Direct outcomes

2 in every 3 clients 

have their problems 

solved

4 in every 5 clients said 

advice improved their lives, 

including reducing stress and 

improving finances

90% of clients reported 

satisfaction with the overall 

service



To discuss
Are charities in crises? Does something need to change?

Should charities become quasi-businesses with their primary focus on ‘bottom line’ and focus on 
efficiencies and economies of scale?

Should all charities of all sizes become more focused on impact or is it a distraction?

Should regulation of charities be broadened to include impact?

Is it better to focus on shorter as opposed to longer term outcomes?

Can evidence be shared – so that individual charities don’t have to re-invent the wheel every 
time to prove their longer term impact?

What place does CBA and SROI have in impact evaluation?
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